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Born in June 1982 in France, actually living between Strasbourg and Besancon, 

preparing an international life project made of Painting, Photography, Art Criticism 

and Art History, I attach a mighty importance to each life element in a Far-Eastern 

organicist vision of existence. Inner and outer, whole and one, a perpetual dialogue I 

just want to take part in.  

How? Through a search for both delectation and thought via an aesthetic based on 

chromati(ci)sm and on a well-developed brilliancy, to give my creations a full 

autonomy through their affirmation within their own dialogue with any environment 

(personal technique, no varnish, 90% : gouache only, 10% : sparkling paint and/or 

gold/silver paper ; often retouching a little bit my photos : minimal post-Instant 

realization). Long meditations and self-projections in life facts before an intense, fast, 

profuse or laconic, tangible action, a crystal; always willing not to annoy any-thing 

(from a stone to a yelling person, a wind to a cell), some crystals in order to contribute 

to a lucid and wide open universal smile. 

My inspiration takes its roots in the alliance of modernity and tradition, of everyday 

life, philosophies and myths, of self-language and multi-language. I particularly am 

impregnated with Japanese, Chinese and Iranian civilizations and peoples, with Middle 

Ages, and with a part of the 19
th

-20
th

 Western centuries. The miniaturist way to 

perceive Art (artist and spectator) is also one of the points I develop (90% of my 

creations are, until now, small sized, and lots of them present many details and paths to 

discover). 

Along with the union between myth and daily life, the declaration of universality 

through individuality (and vise-versa) through an artistic search for the Instant in an 

action in motion between abstraction and figuration, gesture and non-gesture, void and 

Void, zero and Zero, is a characteristic of my will of fusion. 

– Concretizations – 

Crystals (unions between daily life and myth, motion and constancy, us). 

– in eleven words – 

Smile-Asceticism, Chroma, Crystal, Mirror, Isthmus, 

Instant (spherical lightning in which we are not just living but Being), 

Intercivilizational, Satori (Illumination), Fusion, For².  
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A few principles & characteristics of base 

- "Openingness" (neologism) : individuality to & for otherness. Not the closure of the individualism.   
 

- Colour contains line, absolutely not the contrary. 
 

- No premeditation, just impregnation, internalization, essentialization and, then, feelings’ 

materialization. 
 

- No will of total mastery. Together, creator & means merge in a We, dialogue to create something 

in order to, then, create something with you. 
 

- Openness on all processes & techniques. 
 

- Presentation, not representation. So, a direct characteristic, a clear basis. 
 

- Each piece is a step on a path, thus each piece is the beginning and the following of other pieces. 

So, there also is a clearly indefinable characteristic permitting the viewers to themselves continue 

the artwork within them, or to well know why they do not wish to do so.  
 

- The union between aesthetic both pleasure and subject within all works. This permits to change 

down into up, and to raise the ups. 
 

- The components of the Whole are not insignificant details. The size shows this too : listening to 

each detail, even the smallest ones are very important as they help to better understand the Whole. 

A rose petal leads to understand the rose. 
 

- Making-sense before making-sign (literally) : giving the feeling before proposing paths & 

pathways. It is like smiling before speaking. Smiling is worldwide, understanding the smile is 

instantaneous, but speaking is not totally worldwide. So, codes harm instantaneity (although they 

are necessary to it ; after a learning phase to which has to succeed the appropriation and the offer 

ones), as to understand spoken language requires a long pathway. 
 

- Always being clear, as each person is different ; there are as much languages as human beings. 

The union of painting, photography, poetry, percussion and singing allows being clearer and 

always clearer if necessary. 
 

- Via technique, showing that I do not want to propose the artist’s figure more than 50%. This 

means to propose totally &, at the same time, giving the viewers half of the room in each creation. 

An equal dialogue, no speech interruption, no monologue.  
 

- A tripartite organization : series, suites, junctions. 
 

- The union of artistic both tradition and modernity, no rupture with the time of human civilizations. 
 

- The personal search for a language everybody can understand thanks to the dynamism of Colour 

itself (in parallel : knowing the codes in order not to fall into them). 
 

- Transmitting and developing "openingness" together. Thus, via abstract, figurative, complex, 

simple … creations, proposing to offer some good motivation, some inspiration. Everything 

inspires me as each thing can inspire me ; so, I also propose some more decorative art pieces, such 

as trees in robe of light, as any-thing can give inspiration and motivation. 
 

- I talk & want to talk to everybody, as I wish everybody to be specialist in dialogue.  
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Painting 

 

Many of my paintings are like glasses under the sun, but in 2D, 

so, due to distance (e.g. internet), the viewers have to imagine that 

each angle of perception present new things.  
 

This characteristic (brilliancy, mosaic-like) is due to my technique, a technique that 

makes shine a paint which originally does not shine, &/or to the paper I use. 

 
 

pictorial material 

I only use gouache & water.  

Sometimes, I add some pure pigment. A little glue (only a few times before 

December 2012 ; so my painting’s brilliancy is neither due to glue nor to some 

other add but to my technique), some walnut stain. 

Acrylic? Until now, almost never. 

Rarely, but soon more, I paint with Chinese ink. 

Nothing more since the beginning. 
 

 

medium / support 

For me, the medium is neither a medium nor a support, it is the artwork’s first part. 

The paper is one of (the literal components of) the artwork ; before I act, there 

are all the artworks within it. Thus, choosing the paper (smooth, bright white, 

smooth & opaque silver, golden, ecru white, stiff, streaked, …) is essential for me. 

Until now, I have painted almost only on paper, because it allows both water & 

paint to present themselves (e.g. paper’s little undulations). Dialogue ; water & 

paint allow paper to present itself. But, since 2012, I decided to also work on 

cotton canvas. 

Thus, the paper itself is part of the art-piece-to-see. Its texture, colour, brilliancy 

are essential. Brilliancy can be found really often within my work, as it permits to 

call the viewers, to make the art piece more & less perceptible at the same time 

(depending on the angle from which we look at it, as my clear and blurred photos). 

These papers invite the viewers to move, to discover different understandings of 

the artwork &, also, to take the artwork within their hands. This invites 

perception. This is an element of appropriation. Paper itself can call the viewers, 

as it called me too. 
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Photography 

 

 

Photographing outdoor is a challenge, an enrichment, and a way to be within a whole. 

The beautiful meeting creates an eloquent silence. 
 

 

 

 
 

and we dialogue to create something new from the a priori outside. 

Photography is also a union of all the elements of a whole. This union is naturalistic and 

personal, abstract and figurative, and both clear & blurred in order to present 

the environment without repeating it nor being cut off from it. 
 

 

 

 

This is the first of the characteristics of my photo-work. 

This directly means that there is always something to discover, that there are 

clear answers and questions which are clearly open. 

So, the blurred (at least within my works) is clear, it is not dark. It gives the wish to make 

acquaintance, and the clear allows having a solid basis for an open dialogue. 
 

 

 

 

as for most of my paintings, but some smaller or bigger ones can suit as well 

(e.g. "Silence", "AeGo" ; "Gates" & PAoNS). 
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new media 

 

Each new media artwork is a delta born from one of my paintings or photographs 
 

 
 

 
 

As decorative as meditative, 

are expanding principles (mirror, miniature, chroma, pneuma, archetypal multiplicity), 

concretizing more many of my sources 

(abstract chromaticism, miniature, arts of tapestry, design, philosophies, …) 

in an intercivilizational both actual & traditional way 
 

 
 

 

PAoNS & Paonopticas : Fine Arts & Design, traditions & actualities via fusion’expansion 

(giant miniatures & more flower-mirrors ; paons means peacocks) 

Gates : Design ↔ Fine Arts via upward chromatic entries 

minimuMaximum : Design & Fine Arts via chromalinear thresholds 
 

 
 

 

75% bigger than all of my paintings & photos 

– Printed on Aluminum (Gates & Paonopticas), Photo paper (mMm), & both (PAoNS) – 
 

 


